“Nine days.” I said. “We have 9 days until the MR340, and we haven’t been out in the Kraken yet without something breaking.” Uncle A-Dog nodded. “I AM a little nervous.”

His real name is Adam Burns, and he is not my uncle. We have been friends for close to 15 years, and the race moniker is one that his race friends know him by. Kind of like Bruce Wayne and Batman. Who is Adam Burns? I don’t know him. I only know Uncle A-dog or, as most call him, just “A-dog” …but that is another story. He and I live near each other, and we train together regularly.

We were parked at the Lamine River boat ramp off I-70 near Boonville waiting on our third partner, Matt Walters. He was driving from his home in St Louis, whereas A-dog and I drove from our homes in Lee’s Summit. We were in the thick of an insane idea (Matt’s idea) to race a 3-person pedal drive boat in the MR340. A pedal drive boat is not a new idea, mind you. There are several types of pedal boats, and in fact there have been pedal drive classes in the MR340 for many years. What was unique about this one is that it was unlike any pedal drive that has ever been created before, and it was all Matt’s idea.

The most common pedal drive systems are what you’d see on a sit-on-top kayak that a fisherman would use. Pedals are connected to two fins under the boat that cross back and forth next to each other propelling the boat along. Other pedal drive systems can include a propeller at the end of a long shaft, or even a paddle boat that you might see used for leisure activity on a small lake. Matt had something different in mind. Matt took the idea of a pedal drive system to the extreme, and we were excited to try something completely different.

“He was supposed to be here 10 minutes ago. I hope everything is OK.” Just then, my phone rang.
When I answered it, I immediately heard through the receiver a loud blend of traffic and wind in the background. “My car just broke down!” Matt’s voice yelled out of the phone, “Can you guys come get me and the boat?” We quickly discussed details of his location, hung up, and headed out.

A-dog’s eyes met mine. No words were spoken. None needed to be. We were both thinking the same thing. Was this project doomed? Were we too ambitious in our plans trying to take something from the drawing table to successful race in less than 6 months? This was no small feat of design, engineering, and build. The boat itself is 37 feet long, with 2 amas that stick out 4 feet on each side. (An ama is a wing or extension off the side of a boat that helps for balance. Originally made on outrigger canoes by Pacific Islanders, an ama helps support a boat to give stability).

Matt was stuck on the side of the Interstate with a 37’ boat strapped to his car. By the way, his car, affectionately known as “The Donk” is a 1972 Buick Electra with custom trailer hitch extenders mounted on the front and rear bumpers to transport the Kraken. We would have to move the boat off his car, onto my car on a very narrow shoulder of the Interstate. Why so narrow? The Donk broke down as he was crossing a bridge over the Missouri River... How many more bad omens would be laid at our feet?

As we pulled up, the situation was worse than expected. Although he had put it in neutral and allowed it to coast as far as possible, it was only a couple hundred yards off the bridge and not yet...
Unloading the Kraken
past the rail to protect vehicles from falling down into the flood plain. There was only about 4 inches between the car and the guard rail, which meant the left ama of the boat was actually hanging over the yellow line on the right lane of the Interstate.

There was no way to walk on the right side of the car due to the rail and the steep grade of the land, and therefore moving the 37’ boat from one car to the other would have to be done using the right lane of the 2-lane Interstate.

We eventually got the boat loaded onto my VW Atlas (luckily I had brought my hitch extender!), and we waited for the tow truck driver. A-dog and I commented to each other later on: you need to be a bit crazy and have some balls to do the MR340. But that doesn’t hold a candle to the amount of crazy you need to have if you are a tow truck driver. This guy just backed up into the lane of a highway, put out some cones, and got this thing going with vehicles speeding by him only a foot or two away.

We finally made it back to the Lamine River parking ramp. We spent 3 hours on the water, and to our surprise, nothing broke!! A-dog and I took the boat back to Lee’s Summit to rig it for the race. We had not, at this point, put anything on the boat to hold gear – there was no outfitting as of yet. We needed to mount navigation lights, hydration holders, GPS mounts, seat foam, reflective tape, boat numbers, not to mention the very necessary custom paint job on the bow of the Kraken.

**History**

I suppose I should explain how the boat became the Kraken. It is quite common to have a team name; most are a bit silly, and people have fun with them. Things like Paddle of the Sexes, Blistered Sisters, or even Cool Name Pending. It took us a while to figure out our team name, but we finally landed on “Make Mine a Triple” This actually has a triple meaning which is even more apropos: 1) There are 3 of us in the boat, 2) We also like to drink bourbon, and 3) Well, I don’t want to give out the 3rd meaning just yet as I don’t want to jinx anything ... However, over the course of the year, Shane Camden, owner of Paddle Stop New Haven, started calling the boat, “The Kraken” – the monster of the Missouri River. Shane has a huge warehouse, and he builds SUP paddleboards and canoes there. Paddle Stop is actually the home of the Kraken, and Shane did a ton of work on the boat for us. Shortly after he began calling it The Kraken, the name just stuck. We’d show up for a weekend to work on the boat or to train, and we’d get locals and other paddlers ask us, “So how is the Kraken coming along?” We found ourselves in no time referring to it as The Kraken, and it seemed to wear that name well. It was this big, crazy looking beast that would surprise no one if it actually ate another boat on the river but could easily get cantankerous and decide to break down with no warning! So, while our team name was Make Mine a Triple, the name of the boat is The Kraken.

As I had said before, we had raced it 3 times previous this year, and each time something broke. The worst disaster we had was about 3 weeks before the MR340. The Freedom Race is a 63-mile race that finishes in Jefferson City, MO. It is always well attended, usually with over 100 paddlers. We were doing well for the first 20 miles when one of the crank arm connections broke. This meant that we had to go down from 4 paddles to 3 paddles. We continued to “limp” along with 3 paddles for another 20 miles. When all 4 paddles were operational, we had them set at 90 degrees apart. One paddle was always going into the water when one was coming out. When we had to go down to 3 paddles there would be a second or so where there was no resistance in the water, and when the next paddle “caught” the water on entry, it really put a lot of stress on the chain. 20 miles of this caused a section of chain to break, and this was 2000-lb rated Shimano chain!

We had also taken it out on several training runs and each time something broke. This included a broken chain, a broken paddle, a broken crank arm, a broken spindle, a broken crank post, and
myriad other little things. Each time we would break something, we would analyze and discuss the events that led up to the break, and the domino effect of what else then broke because of it. We’d go back through the entire boat and try to reinforce the “weak points.” (I say “we”, but really it was 99% Matt.) The next time we would take it out, something else we didn’t think of would break.

So now, with just more than a week before the race, the bad luck of a broken-down car killed half our training time, so we only managed to get 3 hours in, but it was a solid 3 hours where nothing broke, which was amazing! However, we expected to race for around 40 hours in the MR340! Could it handle that? We took it out 2 more times, once for 2 hours later that week, and once for an hour the day before the race. 6 hours total in the 9 days leading up to the race with no failures. We would simply have to cross our fingers.

The Maserati

You always WANT to get a good night sleep before an ultra-race like this, but the fact is, it is such a huge endeavor that there is always something that still needs doing. We met in my garage the day before the race with our ground crew comprised of the MR340 veteran Chris Thurman, Andrew “Otto” Otto, and John Smith. Each racer had a dedicated ground crew member. They only met each other the day before for the first time, but they had each known their respective racer for years if not at least a decade. It was the best, most cohesive and efficient ground crew. They were always where we needed them, and never let us down. They kept us stocked with fuel, hydration, and any gear we might have needed. The most unique component of our crew was the fact that it included a Maserati. John drove my old Expedition, Chris drove his always capable Jeep Cherokee (the original model), and Otto drove Matt’s Maserati. The legend goes something like this: Matt walked into the dealership in May, handed the salesman a check for $29,999, and said, “I can’t spend any more than this on a car, but I’m not in a hurry. Someday, you’ll get something in here that you are desperate to move and that’s when you’ll call me. Until then, you can just hang onto this.” The dealer called him 4 days before the race, and history was made. So why did Otto drive it? “It is the only all-wheel drive car I own!” Matt reasoned, “Plus what other ground crew do you know that has a Maserati? What if we need something fast?!”

To say Matt is eccentric would be a gross understatement. During a training weekend after the Kraken had broken, we decided to all go on a 40 mile out and back on the Katy Trail. We pulled our bikes out and began changing clothes. Matt and A-dog were waiting on me because I could not find my bike shorts. “Dang it!” I exclaimed, “I must have left them in the freaking hotel!” Matt looked at me with a very neutral expression and asked, “Oh, you need a pair of shorts?” This is
coming from a guy who normally shows up to a canoe race in a cotton t-shirt and a plastic shopping bag with some water bottles in it. “Yes, but do you have...” Before I could even finish the sentence, in one fluid motion, Matt grabbed the waist of his shorts with one hand, peeled them off his legs, and handed them to me. My eyes couldn’t believe what they were seeing! I was holding Matt’s shorts in my hands, but there were still shorts on Matt’s body... wait, what? My eyes must have been playing a trick on me! I just saw him take his shorts off, but he still had shorts on his body?!

Understanding my confusion, Matt quickly explained, “Oh, I always wear two pair of bike shorts,” as if that was a completely normal thing that everyone does, “But you can have one today.” I didn’t want to contradict him, but I think the real story is that he is a sorcerer who conjured up a pair of bike shorts out of thin air.

The ground crew helped us load the vehicles with everything we ever thought we might need. We looked like we were prepared for a 2-week excursion, not a 2-day race. Tools, spare paddles, spare pedals, extra lengths of chain, rivet guns, a blow torch. We were prepared for almost anything. After going through the planned route and supply stops, we finished our Fun House Pizza (best pizza in KC) and headed to bed around 11pm.

**Race Day**

Race Day arrived, and as always, racers are allowed to stage their boats at Kaw Point overnight. It is very safe as it is somewhat off the beaten path, and there is security hired. Whether you are a novice, a veteran, a ground crew, or a spectator, it is an impressive site to see 500 boats spanning across the park the day before the race. Kayaks, canoes, surf skis, outriggers of all sizes, shapes, and colors stretch as far as you can see. It is not uncommon at all to see home-made crafts or some very creatively engineering applied to a custom modification of a spec boat, but this year, there was one boat that really stood out: The Kraken. Many had seen it (fail) at previous races, and many more had seen pictures or video clips online. Some had just heard rumors and whispers about this crazy looking boat. It was staged on the side of the hill below the parking lot, but above the rest of the boats.

*Under a giant tree, it was resting like a giant beast that would soon rise; it appeared lazily calm, but it’s dark red eyes, which it would occasionally open to gaze across the field of boats revealed the truth of it’s strength and cunning.*

Getting your boat in the water at the beginning of the 340 is never simple. There are literally hundreds of boats that need to get into the water, and if you are in the second wave then you only have an hour before the gun fires at 8:00am. We estimate The Kraken itself weighs around 100lbs – although that is a point of debate as Matt believes it is closer to 75. Regardless, with a
length of 37’, a two 12’ long amas that extend 4’ off each side, and a drive tower with 8 crankshafts it is extremely awkward to carry. It also has a 6’ long fixed keel, so it cannot be set on the ground without a raised pad of some kind underneath. Shortly after the first wave of boats started the race, we lifted The Kraken off the ground and made our way to the ever-growing queue of boats. Like trying to get into a concert or sports stadium, there were several lines from different areas of the park all merging together, bottlenecked at the ramp waiting to get into the water. By 7:30, we had not moved very far at all, and based on a quick assessment, we would NOT be in the water by 8:00. This would prove to be the first of many challenges that day.

I made eye contact with A-dog. He knew we couldn’t just sit here. We’d miss the gun and put ourselves into a hole from the start. He knowingly nodded to me, and said quietly, “Do your thing” and I took off to find an alternative route to the ramp. I ran past the queue and saw that next to the ramp, there was a section of ground that seemed like it would work. It was just dirt, but it should be fine. Several spectators were standing on it watching the racers get into the water, but no racers were using it. We would not be cutting anyone off if we went this way. I ran back to the boat and yelled to the team, “OK guys, follow me!” The boat rose up again and I began politely but firmly asking folks to step to the side as we came through. From the view of anyone in front of us, it would certainly look like I was asking them to move so we could get in front of them, and therefore I repeatedly said, “We aren’t going to the ramp; we are going PAST the ramp, thanks!”

We finally got to the dirt section, which gave way to mud a few feet from the water (and I can’t say for sure that no shoes got lost for good in the depths of that) but we finally got the boat in the water, with just 10 minutes to spare.

The race began at 8:00am on Tuesday and as usual, it is somewhat anti-climactic. This is a 340-mile canoe race...you don’t have checkered flags flying, engines roaring, or tires squealing. From the shore, you have what looks to be a large fleet of small water craft slowly crawling towards the confluence of the Missouri river, becoming dark little specs against the contrast of the rising sun over the cityscape of Kansas City: little ants moving down a shimmering sidewalk until they disappear from view around the bend.

The Kraken wasn’t built for a sprint. In fact, it wasn’t even built for a 50 or a 100-mile race. We geared it for a 30-40-hour race. The longer the better. So, we weren’t surprised that we found ourselves in 5th place after the first 15 minutes. Slowly we reeled in the lead boats. There were three exceptionally strong teams in the front: a men’s tandem team, a mixed tandem team, and a multi-women team, all from Texas. The women’s team had a great name, “The Single Bladies,” and it took us about 2 hours before we finally caught them. Again, any of those boats could easily outprint us, and in fact could probably maintain a faster pace than us for a couple hours. The strength of the Kraken is efficiency at holding ~7 mph flatwater speed with very minimal effort.

The first day was uneventful, and the competition was hanging on pretty tight. The intel from our ground crew told us that the Single Bladies and the men’s tandem team were always around 15-30 minutes behind us. In my experience, the lead boats stay fairly tight on the first 12-18 hours of competition – within an hour or less of each other. You won’t really know if you are falling behind or creating a good lead until around 24 hours into the race. What happened during the night? Did anyone slow down? Who made a push? And there is typically a 6-8-hour delay on good data on the competition behind you. After you pass a checkpoint or supply spot, your crew might be able to stick around and see how far behind the next boat or two is, but they can’t tell you that until they see you at the NEXT stop.

Sometimes the ground crew doesn’t have time to stick around at a pit stop for very long before they need to get moving to the next stop. So if the nearest boat
behind you doesn’t arrive within 15-20 minutes, your ground crew has no idea where they might be. This is a long way of saying you never really know just how close or far you are from your competition. All you need to remember is they aren’t stopping, and anyone could run into an issue at any time, so stay in the boat and keep your paddles moving!

Unfortunately for us, the evening caused us some significant issues, including 3 mechanical ones. A-dog and I have become all too familiar with hearing Matt yell STOP! STOP! STOP! I cringe and my guts twist up. We had been pedaling for a solid 12-14 hours with no issues when we heard Matt yell, “Stop!” for the first time that day. A-dog and I both thought to ourselves, Here it is. 12 hours in. It was a good run, but this is now the beginning of the end. It turns out it was a broken pedal on the lower end of one of the paddles. “Scotty” as we sometimes called Matt, slid out of his seat into the water, and “spacewalked” back to the drive tower. He was floating in his life jacket trying to remove the broken pedal while A-dog used the kayak paddle we brought to keep the Kraken straight, otherwise it would begin to slowly list sideways like a dead ship in space. The repair was one of those things where you just need 3 hands, especially when you add the complexity of floating in the water in the dark – and whatever you do, don’t drop the wrench! A-Dog, aka “Spock”, slid out of his chair and moonwalked back to assist Matt, while I then took over paddle duties. The repair only took 10 mins, but now we only had 1 spare “right side” pedal left. A-dog and Matt got back in their chairs, and we carefully resumed pedaling. Within 5
mins we were back up to full speed.

Shortly afterwards, an alert came up on my phone, “Barge @ mm 180 going upstream at 6.5 mph. Plans to pull off if fog builds up.” We calculated that we might intersect this barge in the next 3-4 hours, and within the next couple of hours we did, but the fog had settled in as predicted. It was worse than I have ever seen in my 15 years of racing the MR340.

The Barge

In the dark, it is extremely difficult to judge distance across water. Add fog to that, and it is impossible. At some point, we saw a light high above us, and far to the right, but we weren’t sure what it was or exactly how far away it was. Soon we heard a sound that you never want to hear on the Missouri River: the sound of rushing water!! All the sudden a barge came into view and we realized with terror that we were only 20 yards from it! Evasive maneuvers! Peddle hard! Turn left!!! Then we realized we were moving, but the Barge wasn’t; it was anchored to the side of the river. Panic subsided, as we realized we were not going to get crushed underneath the maw of the barge, but it was startling none the less.

We rightly named this 2 to 3-hour period in the wee hours of the night the “Foggy Log-Fest.” A-dog had fashioned a small polearm that resembled a shepherd’s staff to push logs out of the way of the “intake” area or to hook it, grab it, and toss them away. There was so much debris in this section, and we couldn’t see things well until we were right on top of them. It was an arduous, frustrating exercise for A-Dog, but also for us, because many times he couldn’t reach it or didn’t see it in time and he would yell, Stop! We’d pause pedaling for 3-4 seconds and wait for the debris to clear. Then we’d have to slowly start the cranks again, getting back in sync, etc. All of this was painfully frustrating, causing mental anguish as we’d get out of the groove again and again.

The second mechanical issue was completely my fault and occurred during the “Foggy Log-Fest.” Underneath each of our seats, a section of the 50 feet of chain crosses itself and runs through an idler. I was in a standing position taking care of some business when I lost my balance. I slid my foot backwards instinctively and pressed against whatever my heel came in contact with to keep me from falling over/off the boat. Unfortunately, my heel was pressed against the chain itself, right in front of the idler. A-dog and Matt were still paddling at the time and as such, my heel acted as a derailleur, and pushed the chain through the idler cover and to the outside of the idler. The chain immediately felt loose, sounded horrible, and worried us immensely; again there were lots of STOPSTOPSTOP shouts. At first, we couldn’t understand what happened. We floated for several minutes shining flashlights under my chair trying to determine the problem. Once we identified it, we were worried, because the gap between the idler and the idler cover was too small for the chain to naturally fit between. Only because of the pressure I put on it while it was moving, did it squeeze out. I was careful not to bend the cover as that is what is supposed to keep the chain from doing exactly what it just did. Finally, after several
soft attempts, I was able to get the chain back into the idler by pressing on it while A-Dog and Matt slowly pedaled, similar to how you would put a chain back onto a bike ring while slowly turning it. We all exhaled, relieved that we were able to fix this, albeit my hands and forearms were covered in grease, but at least I didn’t get my fingers caught in the idler!

**No Laughing Matter**

Our moment of relief was short lived, however. Because this repair took so long, we drifted off course and couldn’t even see the track line on our GPS anymore. We had no idea which direction we were facing or which side of the river we were on. We floated aimlessly, completely disoriented due to the fog as we were trying to zoom out the screen on the GPS. Suddenly our ears picked the telltale sound of rushing water again! We could not see anything, but the sound was getting closer. Within seconds it came upon us, and we saw it—a long stretch of a miniature waterfall only a few yards in front of us—a wing dike! We were getting pushed straight into it at a 45-degree angle, unable to steer or control our direction.

We could not see the rocks, but we could tell they were just barely under the surface. We all held our breath as we slid over the turbulence, waiting for a horrible sound or preparing to be thrown from the boat. Somehow, we skidded over it, sustaining no damage whatsoever. The sound disappeared behind us as fast as it had come upon us, followed by a loud silence which hung in the air for a few seconds as we each
tried to process what had just happened. Almost in unison we began incredulously laughing like kids on the playground who had just done something completely stupid and only through dumb luck dodged the consequences! We found the track line on our GPS and got back in the channel with haste. We pedaled through the rest of the darkness without any more excitement, for which we were thankful.

When the sun comes up, the lead boats have usually put around 200 miles of the course behind them. As many have said before, “The race doesn’t start until Jeff City.” Jefferson City to Hermann, a 48-mile stretch which typically has less current and more headwind, is absolutely the most demoralizing part of the course. We passed Jeff City just a few minutes after 7am as the sun was beginning its ascent over the capital building. With the fog gone, both from the river and from our sleep deprived minds, we had a new lease on life, and perhaps only 12-14 hours left of the race if things went well.

We were excited to see our crew at our next scheduled pit stop, Mokane, around 9:30am. When we arrived, they informed us that they weren’t exactly sure, but the Single Blades and the other 2 tandems might be somewhere between 20-40 minutes behind us. They didn’t see them at Franklin Island, but they saw their crews. We made haste to Hermann, which was still another 3.5 hours away. Our goal was to push hard to Hermann and put more time on them. When we arrived at Hermann, the only crew there was ours; Chris Thurman had waited at Mokane for 45 minutes after we had passed and never saw any of our competition in that time. That meant we had at least a 45-minute lead, which is solid, but could really mean only 5-6 miles.

The Race to the Finish

With 68 miles left in the race, we focused on running clean, ensuring that we didn’t put any stress on the drive components. With victory both close at hand and ours to lose, the last thing we wanted was to break something simply because we tried to break some arbitrary time goal. We passed Washington around 3:30pm with 40 miles to go. I had gotten a second wind, and said out loud, “Alright guys, the Joe Mann ’strong finish’ just arrived.”

Enjoying a cold beer at the finish line of the MR340!
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And with that, something broke...

But it wasn’t mechanical. It was my knee. A tendon or ligament on the outside of my left knee decided at that point that it didn’t like me very much and went on strike. I literally could not pedal, and when one person goes down, it puts a lot more pressure on the other two racers. Luckily, I had prepared an insurance policy for this. In front of A-dog’s seat, there is a 5-foot section of the hull that is completely flat. During the week before the race, I had made a kayak seat up there with a foot brace, foam seat, and backrest, explaining to Matt, “What if we are in the lead with a handful of hours left to go, and something irreparable breaks? This is what is going to allow us to bring it home without losing too much time!” Little did I know that it would be my body and not the drive tower that would fail me at the eleventh hour.

I crawled up to the front, playing Twister with A-dog as I scooted around him. I got my RPC3 double blade out and began paddling. This took the pressure off Matt and A-dog, and we managed to only lose a half mph. With a little luck, we could finish the race still in the daylight with a race time of under 36 hours, a feat which only 3 boats have ever achieved in the history of the MR340.

When the final bridge came into view, I got back into my pedal seat, and 10 minutes later we crossed the finish line at 7:42pm, with a race time of 35
hours, 42 minutes. We beat sunset by 30 minutes. Our crew was waiting for us, cheering along with some family, friends, and spectators.

We took pictures, high-fived, and drank beer from our trophies letting it wash the dirt, sweat, and exhaustion from our bodies. I hugged Matt and A-dog, an unlikely team of misfits that took a design from drawing board to racing in only 6 months. I don’t know what I am more happy for: Matt Walters bringing his creation and dream to life, being only the 2nd winning team in the history of the race where every member is from Missouri, or the fact that the traveling trophy will forever have the name “Uncle A-dog” inscribed on it.

Finally, as the darkness began to creep up the edge of the eastern horizon, we decided it was time to get to the hotel. We left the Kraken to rest on the grass, where it took its rightful place next to the boat ramp as the first boat that finishes always does. As we were walking up to the parking area, I looked back, scanning the sight of the finish: the river, the ramp, the race officials, a few fans with Tiki torches and pop up tents, and then our magnificent steed. Its red eyes sparkled quickly in the dying light of day as it curled up to rest after the long race. That last wink in the sunset whispered to us, You know I had this. Don’t doubt me again.

I am The Kraken.

Unless otherwise noted, all photos in this article are courtesy of Joe Mann.